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High-resolution electron microscopy and di4raction studies of
fully oxidized and reduced Pb+Nb+W+O oxides are presented.
The phases observed were superstructures of tetragonal tungsten
bronze (TTB), formed by ordering of pentagonal columns (PCs)
and pentagonal tunnels (PTs). In fully oxidized preparations, the
structure progressed from a quaternary Nb8W9O47 analogue to
the K5Nb9W2O31 structure, with an orthorhombic &J2aTTB 3
J2aTTB 3 cTTB TTB superstructure having two PCs per cell.
Electron di4raction determined the true structure as a 2aTTB 3
2aTTB 3 2cTTB supercell. With further lead incorporation, lead-
5lled PTs replaced PCs, forming a quaternary TTB analogue.
Reduced quaternary phases were prepared by reacting lead with
Nb8W9O47. The structure was initially maintained in the quater-
nary phase, but converted at high-temperature to the
K5Nb9W2O31 type. Excess lead caused the formation of lead-rich
interfaces between domains. Reaction of lead with oxides in the
ratio 4Nb2O5:9WO3 formed quaternary phases possessing the
Nb8W9O47 structure, demonstrating the direct synthesis of
mixed PT/PC quaternary 99bronze:: phases which retained the
structure of the oxidized ternary parent. ( 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: HREM; electron di4raction; EDS; octahedral
tilt; supercell; K5Nb9W2O31; pentagonal column; pentagonal
tunnel; quaternary tungsten}niobium oxides.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ternary tungsten oxide systems can be grouped into two
categories, namely reduced, non-stoichiometric tungsten
bronzes and fully oxidized insulating phases (1, 2). Bronzes
form when WO

3
is reduced, normally by exposure to the

vapor of a guest or &&impurity'' metal. This reaction induces
the oxide framework to distort or rearrange to incorporate
the guest atoms. There are several possible resulting bronze
structures possessing either square (3), pentagonal (4), or
hexagonal (5, 6) tunnels, whose con"gurations are conse-
quently stabilized by the accommodation of the guest metal
within the framework. Fully oxidized analogues to bronzes
1To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:daj4@cus.cam.
ac.uk. Fax: #44 1223 336362.
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form via the chemical substitution of some of the tungsten
atoms with fully oxidized cations of a lower valence, e.g., the
substitution of Nb5` for W6` in the Nb

2
O

5
}WO

3
system

(7, 8). Bronzes characteristically exhibit deep, lustrous me-
tallic-like colors (9) whereas the fully oxidized compounds
are generally colorless (2).

For certain guest metal species (2) or degrees of Nb5`

substitution (8) the structures of ternary tungsten oxides are
dominated by pentagonal tunnel (PT) (4), or if these are
"lled by in"nite strings of metal and oxygen atoms, by
pentagonal column (PC) (10, 11) formation. One of the dis-
tinctive features of PT/PC structures is that geometric fac-
tors require that the presence of one tunnel implies the
formation of additional PTs or PCs (12, 13). Many fully
oxidized ternary structures commonly contain a combina-
tion of both types of units, but the sole ternary bronze
containing pentagonal units is tetragonal tungsten bronze
(TTB) (4), shown in Fig. 1a, where PTs are partially "lled by
the guest metal atoms.

For PC phases, changes in stoichiometry are compen-
sated via the generation of PCs within some pentagonal
tunnels. This is typi"ed by the Nb

2
O

5
}WO

3
system, where

over a wide range of composition structures consist of
vacant PTs and PCs coexisting within a TTB host frame-
work. The variation in composition of these phases is
achieved through changes in the ratio of PCs to empty PTs.
Since PTs and PCs can be arranged in many ways, prepara-
tions of this type are typically disordered (14}16). However,
at certain compositions ordered structures exist, such as
Nb

8
W

9
O

47
(17), Nb

4
W

7
O

31
(18, 19), and Nb

2
WO

8
(20). Of

these only Nb
8
W

9
O

47
(henceforth referred to as 3-TTB) is

based entirely on a TTB framework, possessing a simple
three-fold superstructure where 4 out of 12 empty PTs are
"lled to produce PCs, as shown in Fig. 1b.

Guest metal atoms may be introduced into the empty PTs
of a fully oxidized PC structure, thereby synthesizing
a mixed PT/PC quaternary tungsten oxide. This can be
achieved by the formal substitution of Nb5` plus a mono-
valent cation for W6` in the fully oxidized structure. The
monovalent ion resides within vacant PTs and maintains
0022-4596/01 $35.00
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FIG. 1. [001] projections of (a) the basic TTB structure, a"b+12 As , c+3.8As ; (b) 3-TTB, a+36 As , b+12 As , c+3.8As ; (c) o-J2TTB; (d) t-J2TTB;
(e) m-TTB. In all cases the repeat unit is indicated by dashed lines.
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the electroneutrality of the structure. This principle has been
explored for the Cs (21), K (22, 23), and Na (24}26) quater-
nary }Nb}W}O systems. These studies have identi"ed sev-
eral new PT/PC structures, including three TTB-related
phases.

When Cs
0.7

Nb
2.7

W
2.3

O
14

was synthesized, the structure
was found to contain PCs, hexagonal, and seven-sided tun-
nels (21). High-resolution electron microscopy (HREM)
studies of the K

x
Nb

8`x
W

9~x
O

47
series reported 3-TTB and

a phase containing PCs and hexagonal tunnels (22). In
addition, a TTB-related PT/PC phase K

5
Nb

9
W

2
O

31
was
identi"ed which possesses a nearly tetragonal supercell
based on TTB, with a+b+J2a

TTB
and c+c

TTB
(23).

However, the true symmetry of the structure is orthorhom-
bic, and it is referred to subsequently as o-J2TTB. This
structure, which is isostructural with that of K

5
Nb

11
O

29
F

2
(27), is shown in Fig. 1c.

In sodium-containing phases a disordered 3-TTB-type
quaternary phase was most commonly observed. However,
NaNb

5
WO

16
was also characterized, possessing a tetrag-

onal a"b"J2a
TTB

structure based on a PT/PC ordering
scheme where one-half of all PTs are converted into PCs.
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This structure, shown in Fig. 1d, will henceforth be referred
to as t-J2TTB. NaNb

5
WO

16
is isostructural with

KNb
12

O
29

F
3
(28), and has the same framework structure as

the ternary oxide (Nb,W)
12

O
32

(29). In addition, a di!erent
PT/PC ordering scheme isostructural with KNb

6
O

15
F (28)

and H-KNb
3
O

8
(30) was also observed. The structure of

this phase, henceforth referred to as m-TTB, can be viewed
ideally as an orthorhombic unit cell with a+b+J2a

TTB
although the structure is distorted and the true cell is mon-
oclinic, with a"c+12.5A_ and b"90.553. The arrange-
ment of PCs and PTs in this structure is shown in Fig. 1e.

Another possible means of introducing guest metal atoms
into the empty PTs of a fully oxidized PC structure is by the
reduction, in situ, of a PC &&precursor'' framework, in a man-
ner similar to bronze formation. Such compounds would
represent &&intermediate'' PT/PC-type phases, lying between
pure PT (bronzes) and pure PC structures (e.g., nio-
bium}tungsten oxides). The formation of reduced phases by
such a mechanism has not yet been extensively investigated,
but in one such study, lithium was chemically and electro-
chemically inserted into the empty PTs of a 3-TTB precur-
sor structure (31), and bronze-like compounds of the type
Li

x
Nb

8
W

9
O

47
were formed.

This paper presents an investigation of fully oxidized and
partially reduced Pb}Nb}W}O quaternary tungsten oxides.
Although Pb}Nb}W}O phases have not been examined
previously, there has been extensive characterization of the
appropriate ternary compounds, namely lead tetragonal
tungsten bronze, Pb

x
WO

3
(lead-TTB) (32}34), ferroelectric

PbNb
2
O

6
(35}37), and PC-type niobium}tungsten oxides

(17}20). Lead-TTB and PbNb
2
O

6
both possess the PT TTB

structure (Fig. 1a) and indicate the preference of lead for
creating and "lling PTs.

The fully oxidized samples synthesized are based on the
compositional analogue (Pb

0.35
Nb

2.7
W

2.3
O

14
) of the novel

PT/PC phase Cs
0.7

Nb
2.7

W
2.3

O
14

(21). A series of samples
were prepared by incrementally increasing the number of
guest metal cations available in the reaction, while the
Nb}W}O framework composition was kept constant. Sam-
ples of general formula Pb

x
Nb

1.17
W

1.0
O

5.93`x
(04x

40.87) were prepared.
Reduced quaternary phases were prepared via two strat-

egies. In a series of &&precursor'' preparations, the structural
consequences of heating lead in the presence of a pre-
existing tungsten}niobium PC framework were investi-
gated. 3-TTB was chosen as the precursor since it possesses
vacant PTs suitable for accommodating lead. In &&compon-
ent'' preparations 3-TTB was synthesized directly from
Nb

2
O

5
and WO

3
in the presence of small quantities of lead.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Fully oxidized phases were synthesized from appropriate
quantities of PbWO

4
, WO

3
(Johnson Matthey, 99.8%), and
Nb
2
O

5
(Aldrich, 99.9%). PbWO

4
was prepared from pellets

of PbO (Aldrich, also 99#%) and WO
3

heated at 8003C
for 3 days. Finely ground mixtures were sealed inside un-
evacuated silica ampoules and heated at 9503C for periods
of 5 days. The ampoules were contained inside steel bombs
during heating in case of tube failure, and their nonevacua-
tion ensured that samples were not subjected to a reducing
atmosphere. After heating, all samples were white or pale
yellow powders, indicating that the cations were in their
highest oxidation state.

The 3-TTB precursor was prepared by heating a mixture
of Nb

2
O

5
and WO

3
in a sealed unevacuated silica tube at

10003C for 5 days. Reduced precursor phases were syn-
thesized by heating quantities of the 3-TTB so produced
(Nb

0.89
WO

5.2
) with various quantities of Pb (AnalaR,

99.97%) in sealed evacuated silica tubes to ensure non-
oxidation of the metal. Specimens of the series
Pb

x
Nb

0.89
WO

5.2
with x"0.03, 0.34, 0.68, 1.35, were pre-

pared at 7503C for 7 days. Two further specimens for
x"0.34 and 0.68 were heated at 10003C for 7 days. After
synthesis, the pale yellow of the precursor was replaced by
a dark blue &&chalky'' appearance in the x"0.03 specimen,
and a deep, blue/black lustrous appearance for all other
compounds. Residual lead was observed in some samples
after heating.

Component preparations were synthesized by heating
lead in sealed evacuated silica tubes with Nb

2
O

5
and WO

3
in a 4:9 ratio. Samples of the series Pb

x
Nb

0.89
WO

5.2
for

x"0.03 and 0.09 were synthesized by heating at 10003C for
2 days. A further sample (x"0.09) was heated at 10003C for
7 days so that the e!ect of more prolonged synthesis could
be investigated.

Characterization was performed using powder X-ray dif-
fraction (PXRD), HREM, selected area electron di!raction
(SAED), and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
PXRD studies employed a Stoe horizontal di!ractometer
working in transmission mode (CuKa, j"1.5456A_ ). For
the di!ractometer small quantities of each sample were
mounted on transparent adhesive tape which was inserted
in a disc-like holder. Images and di!raction patterns were
recorded using a JEM-200CX electron microscope with an
ultra-high-resolution specimen stage and objective lens
(C

S
"0.36, C

C
"0.65) (38, 39) and a standard JEM-2010

instrument (C
S
"0.50, C

C
"1.10), both operated at 200 kV.

Image simulations were performed using customised soft-
ware (40). Specimens for microscopy were "rst embrittled
under liquid N

2
and subsequently ground in acetone sus-

pension. A drop of this was dispersed on a holey carbon "lm
supported on a standard specimen grid. Quantitative EDS
measurements were recorded using a PGT beryllium win-
dow detector, calibrated with previously prepared stan-
dards of PbWO

4
and Nb

8
W

9
O

47
(3-TTB) to determine the

relative detector e$ciency for the W¸a, Pb¸a, and NbKa
lines.



TABLE 1
Combined EDS and HREM Results for Fully Oxidized Phases

Sample
Nominal composition
Pb

x
Nb

1.17
W

1.0
O

5.93`x

Averaged experimental
composition Structure Minority phasesa

1 Nb
1.17

W
1.0

Nb
2.11$0.18

W
1.0

Nb
1.14$0.10

W
1.0

Nb
2
WO

8
3-TTB (domains)

*

2 Pb
0.15

Nb
1.17

W
1.0

Pb
0.12$0.01

Nb
1.19$0.08

W
1.0

3-TTB#o-J2TTB *

3 Pb
0.30

Nb
1.17

W
1.0

Pb
0.26$0.04

Nb
1.22$0.13

W
1.0

o-J2TTB *

4 Pb
0.44

Nb
1.17

W
1.0

Pb
0.31$0.05

Nb
1.37$0.17

W
1.0

o-J2TTB Pb
0.47

Nb
1.02

W
1.0

5 Pb
0.59

Nb
1.17

W
1.0

Pb
0.41$0.05

Nb
1.65$0.15

W
1.0

o-J2TTB Pb
0.72

Nb
0.85

W
1.0

6 Pb
0.74

Nb
1.17

W
1.0

Pb
0.67$0.11

Nb
1.50$0.17

W
1.0

o-J2TTB Pb
0.77$0.07

Nb
0.76$0.15

W
1.0

Pb
0.53

Nb
0.33

W
1.0

7 Pb
0.87

Nb
1.17

W
1.0

Pb
0.82$0.07

Nb
1.58$0.15

W
1.0

o-J2TTB Pb
0.84

Nb
1.05

W
1.0

Pb
0.17

Nb
0.75

W
1.0

a Averaged composition of minority phases, most with insu$cient data to determine an error in the measurement.

FIG. 2. [001] SAED pattern enlargement from the x"0 sample. The
radius of circular di!use scattering around each TTB subcell re#ection
equates to one-third the a*TTB repeat.
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The homogeneity of the prepared standard materials was
initially checked by PXRD, but in order to obtain reason-
able statistics and to check the homogeneity of these mater-
ials further, 50 point analyses were obtained for PbWO

4
and 85 for Nb

8
W

9
O

47
. The e!ects of absorption errors were

monitored by noting the value of the intensity ratio for the
WM and W¸a lines in both standards, and where this value
was abnormally low the measurement was not included in
the "nal determination. Similarly, any analyses with
W¸a/NbKa or W¸a/Pb¸a intensity ratios di!ering mark-
edly from the norm were also rejected. Final standard
deviations in the intensity ratios for the two standards were
$4.0% and $3.9%, respectively. Between 35 and 40 ana-
lyses were obtained for each unknown specimen studied,
and the same absorption criterion was applied. In this case
however, where the specimen homogeneity was by no means
certain, an attempt was made to group analyses together as
being representative of the di!erent phases which might be
present.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Fully Oxidized Phases

PXRD patterns from these samples could be indexed
mainly on the basis of the x"0 phase (Nb

8
W

9
O

47
) and the

PbWO
4

reagent, although there were several re#ections
which could not be assigned to either phase. EDS studies,
however, indicated a quaternary Pb}Nb}W}O majority
phase with a composition varying with x (Table 1), some
PbWO

4
, and occasionally WO

3
. For x"0, two Nb:W

ratios were observed, one being very similar to the composi-
tion expected from the starting material and a second
(Nb:W+2:1) which suggested the formation of Nb

2
WO

8
,

a PC phase not related to TTB (20). The results for samples
with x'0 revealed an overall trend of increasing Pb and
Nb content, but whereas the Pb content increased for
all compositions, the amount of Nb present reached a
maximum at x"0.59. All samples with x50.44 contained
small quantities of other quaternary phases.

Electron di!raction from the sample with x"0 con-
"rmed the presence of small quantities of Nb

2
WO

8
. The

majority phase observed, however, was the disordered 3-
TTB structure. Here, the three-fold TTB superstructure
re#ections were a!ected by &&circular di!use scattering,''
shown in Fig. 2, which is indicative of disorder among the
PC distribution within the TTB framework (14}16). Equiva-
lent SAED patterns from the x"0.15 sample also exhibited
pools of di!use scattering around the TTB subcell re#ec-
tions (Fig. 3), and three structural domains (labelled A to C)
could be identi"ed in the image of this crystal, as indicated
in Fig. 3. Power spectra (PS) calculated from each region are
shown in Figs. 3A}3C. The image of region A is disordered
and correspondingly its PS comprises TTB subcell maxima
surrounded by di!use scattering. The PS of region B dis-
plays two peaks between those from the TTB subcell, identi-
fying this domain as a 3-TTB intergrowth, whereas the PS



FIG. 3. Example HREM image and SAED pattern from sample x"0.15 including power spectra of regions A, B, and C. White square indicates basic
TTB subcell periodicity.
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for region C also displays the TTB subcell, but has an
additional di!use peak at the center of the basic TTB
square. The separation of fringes in region C was measured
as a+b+17A_ (+J2a

TTB
), which is in agreement with the

EDS di!raction data (discussed below). This evidence sug-
gested that domain C was an intergrowth of an approximate
J2a

TTB
]J2a

TTB
TTB-type superstructure (J2-TTB).

Analysis of samples with x'0.15 indicated that ordered
crystals containing only the J2-TTB phase were formed
with an increased lead content, as shown in Fig. 4a. Asym-
metric SAED patterns recorded from these J2-TTB crys-
tals also exhibited systematically weak odd-order Laue
layers lying half-way between the positions of the strong
even-order layers, the latter corresponding to the basic 3.8A_
c
TTB

repeat (Fig. 4b). Patterns from a range of samples were
analyzed using a method devised to interpret reciprocal
lattice periodicities in adjacent Laue levels of asymmetric
SAED patterns (41), this indicating that these weak odd-
order re#ections were present in the same positions as the
maxima in the even layers, but also at the midpoint of each
edge of the basic TTB square. These are shown in the inset
in Fig. 4b, and imply a true cell periodicity of a

44
"2a

TTB
,

b
44
"2b

TTB
, and c

44
"2c

TTB
, i.e., a &&2]2]2'' TTB super-

structure.
Whenever possible, both asymmetric SAED patterns and

EDS spectra were recorded from the crystals analyzed.
Figure 5 shows such results from a crystal of quaternary
composition from the sample with nominal composition
Pb"0.74 (Table 1). The composition of the crystal agrees
well with the average of the majority of quaternary phase
readings from this sample. Similar patterns were obtained
from all preparations with x'0.15 and always correspon-
ded to crystals of a quaternary phase. Measurement of these
patterns indicated an a+b+17A_ repeat unit from the



FIG. 4. (a) HREM image and SAED pattern of the J2-TTB phase
(sample x"0.30). (b) Asymmetric di!raction pattern of the J2-TTB
phase. In the inset enlargement of the "rst-order Laue layer, the black mesh
de"nes the J2-TTB reciprocal lattice periodicity (41), and the dashed
square illustrates the position of the basic TTB cell repeat with respect to
the J2-TTB cell.

FIG. 5. EDS spectrum and o!-tilt SAED pattern from sample x"0.74
with true majority phase average composition Pb"0.67$0.11 and
Nb"1.50$0.17 (gold specimen grid).
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zero-order Laue layers. Quaternary phase SAED patterns
were very distinct from those of the ternary minority phases
observed (PbWO

4
, WO

3
), and thus the observation of DPs

similar to Fig. 5 could be unambiguously assigned to quat-
ernary phases. Table 1 summarizes the compositional and
structural "ndings for the complete series of samples.

Discussion. Both the o-J2TTB and t-J2TTB struc-
tures (Figs. 1c and 1d) possess [001] electron di!raction
patterns similar to those observed for the Pb}Nb}W}O
J2-TTB phase (23, 28). The m-TTB structure can be dis-
counted as a possibility since its di!raction pattern appears
with only basic TTB re#ections (28) and since the deviation
from an orthogonal lattice is small, its zero-order [001]
SAED pattern appears almost identical to that of TTB.

Distinguishing between the o-J2TTB and t-J2TTB
structures using only SAED patterns is di$cult, since the
orthorhombic distortion of o-J2TTB is very small, and the
intensity distribution in [001] di!raction patterns from each
phase is very similar (23). However, consideration of the
theoretical and experimental compositions enables the
structure type to be identi"ed unambiguously.

Compositional considerations. The compositions of the
o-J2TTB and t-J2TTB cells are A

6
M

22
O

62
and

A
4
M

24
O

64
respectively, where A is the guest metal inhabit-

ing PTs and M the combined number of Nb and W atoms of
the framework and PCs. EDS indicates that the framework
composition of the observed J2-TTB structure is such that
all phases are Nb rich and have Nb:W ratios between 1 and
2 (Table 1). Furthermore, since all specimens are fully
oxidised, it can be assumed that all cations are in their
highest oxidation state (i.e., Nb5`, W6`, and Pb2`). As
Pb2` is much larger than either Nb5` or W6` [1.18A_
compared with ca. 0.5A_ (42)] it is unrealistic to expect any
oxygen to reside in PTs which are "lled by Pb2`.

For the t-J2TTB structure, where the unit cell contains
four PCs and four PTs, there are 24 &&framework'' cations
and 64 O2v ions, and hence the maximum valence of the
framework cations cannot exceed 5.33, even if there are no
A species present. This would require a minimum Nb:W
ratio of 2:1. However, experimentally determined ratios are
always below this value, and furthermore, Pb2` ions are
also present, which implies that the framework charge
would always exceed the magnitude of the negative charge
from the anion framework (!128). Consequently the t-
J2TTB phase therefore cannot form at the observed frame-
work compositions.

If, on the other hand, the o-J2TTB phase is considered,
the unit cell contains only two PCs and six PTs, giving
a total of 22 framework cations and 62 anions. Under these
circumstances the minimum average valence of the frame-
work cations must be 5.64 if there are no A species present,
and consequently for a Nb:W ratio between 1 and 2 the



FIG. 6. Example image simulation of the o-J2TTB structure using
region C from Fig. 3: 139As , * f"50As .
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framework charge is always less than the magnitude of
charge due to the anions. Hence, all the observed composi-
tions require incorporation of Pb cations into PTs to pre-
serve electroneutrality. The o-J2TTB structure is therefore
the only J2-TTB model compatible with the observed
compositional data. Matching of simulated images of the
[001] projection of o-J2TTB with those obtained experi-
mentally also supported these "ndings (Fig. 6), although
when the PTs are "lled di!erences between images of the
o-J2TTB and t-J2TTB structures are minimal.

Interpretation of EDS results. The fully oxidized prep-
arations were synthesized with a "xed Nb:W ratio and
increasing Pb concentration. If the phases formed are part
of a substitution series where 2Nb5` and Pb2` substitute
for 2W6`, then an increase of the lead content should be
accompanied by a corresponding increase in niobium and
a decrease in tungsten contents. EDS data does initially
demonstrate an increasing Pb:W and Nb:W ratio, but the
observed maximum in the Nb:W ratio (whilst Pb:W con-
tinues to increase) suggests that a more complex process is
occurring.

Table 1 shows that the o-J2TTB structure accommod-
ates wide variations in both lead content and framework
composition, and that it evolves from the 3-TTB structure
as the quantity of lead incorporated increases. Sample 2 rep-
resents an intermediate step in this process as intergrowths
of both structures were observed (Fig. 3). The replacement
of 3-TTB by o-J2TTB can be rationalized by considering
relative numbers of PCs and PTs within each cell. Since
o-J2TTB contains more PTs (75%) compared to 3-TTB
(66%), more Pb can be accommodated in the o-J2TTB
structure.

The maximum theoretical composition of each structure
can be written as PbPT

6
(MO)PC

2
MF

20
OF

60
for o-J2TTB and

PbPT
8

(MO)PC
4

MF
30

OF
90

for 3-TTB where M"Nb, W and the
superscripts PT (pentagonal tunnel), PC (pentagonal col-
umn), and F (framework) de"ne the location of each
component of the structure. Subsequent increases in lead
incorporation beyond the limit de"ned by the number of
PTs must begin to erode the PC distribution and necessitate
the replacement of some PCs with lead-"lled PTs. The limit
for both structures occurs when all the PCs are replaced and
a pure PT TTB-like phase is formed with composition
PbPT

4
MF

10
OF

30
.

The 3-TTB phase in sample 1 (Table 1) has a Nb:W ratio
greater than that for ideal Nb

8
W

9
O

47
(Nb:W"0.89) and

therefore extra PCs must be present in the structure. Using
the experimentally determined Nb:W ratio, the average
cation valence (<

#
) equates to 5.47. If the number of PCs is n,

then there are 30#n cations and 90#n anions in total
within the cell. Equating cation and anion valencies gives
n"4.61, and as there are normally four PCs within the cell,
the implication is that there are 0.61 excess PTs, on average,
in each cell that are converted into PCs. This result is
supported by the observed disorder in images from this
sample. The overall cell stoichiometry for this phase based
on 34.61 cations per cell is then Nb

18.44
W

16.17
O

94.61
, with-

in the limits of accuracy of the EDS analysis, which is
approximately 9%.

Sample 2 can be analyzed similarly, except that lead
incorporation and the observation of both 3-TTB and
o-J2TTB structures must be accounted for. For a deter-
mined Nb:W ratio of 1.19, the average M cation (i.e., nio-
bium and tungsten atoms in MF and MPC sites) valence is
5.46, and 45.67% of 30#n M cations will be tungsten. For
a Pb:W ratio of 0.12, the number of lead atoms will be 12%
of this, and if we assume all the lead to be present in the
divalent state, equating cation and anion valencies gives
a value for n of 3.65. The number of lead atoms per cell is
then 1.84. Hence there are 3.65 PCs (which is less than the
ideal number for 3-TTB) and 1.84 lead-"lled PTs per cell.
The overall cell composition for sample 2, again within the
limits of error in the experimental ratios, is therefore
Pb

1.84
Nb

18.28
W

15.37
O

93.65
.

For a lead-"lled o-J2TTB structure in sample 2 the
analysis is similar but there are 20#n framework cations
and 60#n anions in the smaller unit cell, giving a value of
n"2.43 and the nubmer of lead atoms per cell as 1.23,
implying 0.43 excess PCs and 1.23 lead-"lled PTs per
o-J2TTB. The overall o-J2TTB cell composition is then
Pb

1.23
Nb

12.19
W

10.24
O

62.43
. This analysis agrees well with

HREM evidence for intergrowths of both the 3-TTB and
o-J2TTB structures in sample 2.

The results of the same calculation applied to the major
phases of samples 1 to 7 are shown in Table 2. Samples 2 to
5 possess approximately the correct number of PCs per cell
required for o-J2TTB (at around 2), and the lead content of
these samples increases as more PTs become "lled. The
composition attained at sample 5, however, appears to
represent the maximum lead incorporation tolerated by the
o-J2TTB structure without replacing PC units by PTs, and



TABLE 2
Results of Cell Composition Calculations for Major Phases in

Samples 1 to 7

Sample

Experimental

cation ratios

Number

of PCs

Number of

lead-"lled

PTs Cell composition

1 (3-TTB) 0:1.14:1.0 4.61 0 Nb
18.44

W
16.17

O
94.61

2 (3-TTB)

(o-J2TTB)

0.12:1.19:1.0 3.65

2.43

1.84

1.23

Pb
1.84

Nb
18.28

W
15.37

O
93.65

Pb
1.23

Nb
12.19

W
10.24

O
62.43

3 (o-J2TTB) 0.26:1.22:1.0 1.71 2.54 Pb
2.54

Nb
11.93

W
9.78

O
61.72

4 (o-J2TTB) 0.31:1.37:1.0 1.72 2.84 Pb
2.84

Nb
12.56

W
9.16

O
61.72

5 (o-J2TTB) 0.41:1.65:1.0 1.70 3.36 Pb
3.36

Nb
13.51

W
8.19

O
61.70

6 (o-J2TTB) 0.67:1.5:1.0 0.33 5.45 Pb
5.45

Nb
12.20

W
8.13

O
60.24

7 (o-J2TTB) 0.82:1.58:1.0 0 6.32 Pb
6.32

Nb
12.18

W
7.71

O
59.88
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corresponds to a maximum occupancy of each PT of ap-
proximately 50%. For samples 6 and 7 the number of PCs
rapidly decreases to zero, implying that lead replaces all
(MO)PC units, and consequently the niobium content stabil-
izes. At this point the structure therefore becomes more like
a fully oxidized simple TTB analogue.

The excess W generated by the formation of a quaternary
phase richer in niobium than the starting composition can
combine with MPC cations (Nb5`, W6`) liberated by lead
substitution and form other frameworks that will be tung-
sten rich. This provides an explanation for the increasing
occurrence of the tungsten-rich minority quaternary phases
listed in Table 1.

Fully oxidized quaternary TTB. The majority of SAED
patterns recorded from samples 6 and 7 possessed the extra
FIG. 7. HREM image and power spectrum of an intergro
J2a*TTB re#ection of o-J2TTB that was seen for the other
compositions, and therefore the formation of a simple quat-
ernary TTB phase (Q-TTB) was not initially suspected.
However, the images recorded from these phases revealed
a domain structure. In Fig. 7 two structure types can be
identi"ed (regions A and B). Power spectra analysis of this
image demonstrates that region B possesses the additional
maxima characteristic of the J2 structure whereas region
A does not. The fringe periodicity ratio of region A to
B equals 0.68, which is close to the expected value
(a

TTB
/J2a

TTB
"0.7), implying that region A corresponds to

the Q-TTB phase and region B to the o-J2TTB structure.
Region A cannot correspond to the pseudo-TTB PC phase
m-TTB, since the high lead content precludes the formation
of su$cient PCs.

¹he 2]2]2 supercell of o-J2¹¹B. No doubled c-
repeat and superstructure was reported for the
K

5
Nb

9
W

2
O

31
o-J2TTB phase (23), but studies of

Na}Nb}W}O phases did report weak doubled c periodici-
ties in some SAED patterns (25, 26), and odd-order Laue
layer superstructures have been observed and characterized
in studies of some TTB bronzes (34, 43}45) and TTB fer-
roelectric phases (e.g., 46, 47). Of particular relevance to
Pb}Nb}W}O phases is the observation of large supercells
on non-zero Laue layers in the related ternary phases of
lead-TTB (34) and PbNb

2
O

6
(35}37). The origin of these

superstructures was linked with octahedral tilt and distor-
tion within the framework, accompanied by partial occu-
pancy and splitting of guest metal atom sites within the PTs.
A single-crystal XRD structure of lead-TTB (34) revealed
that the &&true'' average structure of a Pb

0.26
WO

3
crystal
wth between Q-TTB (region A) and o-J2TTB (region B).



FIG. 8. The average lead-TTB structure [after Triantfyllou et al. (34)].
a
!7
"b

!7
"12.2As , c

!7
"3.8 As and only the main lead positions are shown.
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contained lead atoms split over three sites within each PT,
coupled with a puckering of all equatorial oxygens with
respect to the ab plane. As well as equatorial disorder, the
apical oxygens of the octahedra lying in the center of the cell
edges (O2) was found to be split along the [110] direction of
the basic unit cell. This observation implied that the M(2)O

6
octahedron is tilted such that its axis is no longer parallel to
c and a doubling of the unit cell along [001] is produced.
A similar and more extensive pattern of tilted octahedra was
also observed by Goreaud et al. (45) in their single-crystal
XRD study of tin-TTB. The nature of this splitting of sites in
the lead-TTB structure is shown in Fig. 8.

Since o-J2TTB possesses the same underlying TTB
framework it would be expected that similar distortions of
the octahedra would be present. However, the e!ect of the
presence of PC units within the framework must also be
taken into account. Consideration of the simple o-J2TTB
structure (Fig. 9a) demonstrates that the severely tilted
octahedron in the study of lead-TTB [M(2)O

6
] lies in two

di!erent environments in this framework. One site is similar
to that found in TTB, where M(2)O

6
is situated between two

PTs but the second site places M(2)O
6

between a PC and
a PT. This latter coordination environment is likely to
constrain the tilt of M(2)O

6
, because PC units must be in

identical positions in both layers of a doubled cell so that
the }M}O}M}O} linkage is preserved, and furthermore if
the M(2)O

6
unit tilts then an associated tilting of the PC

itself is implied, and this in turn must be restricted by the
other surrounding octahedra. It is unlikely, therefore, that
the M(2)O

6
octahedron can tilt in the same way that is

found for lead-TTB, if at all. Thus, the presence of these PC
units within the framework will limit possible tilting
schemes. Consequently, if the complex superstructure of
o-J2TTB is assumed to be caused only by the tilt of the "rst
M(2)O

6
octahedron between PTs, it is readily possible to

generate the required 2]2]2 supercell, as shown in Fig. 9b.
Assuming statistical lead occupancies, the overall struc-

ture factor consists of contributions from the cation and
oxygen atom frameworks: F(hkl )"F

M
(hkl )#F

O
(hkl). If

the distribution of niobium and tungsten is also assumed to
be statistical, then the 2]2]2 supercell contains four
equivalent (MO)

2
M

20
units of the o-J2TTB structure at

(0, 0, 0), (1
2
, 1
2
, 0), (0, 0, 1

2
), and (1

2
, 1
2
, 1
2
). Therefore, the contri-

bution to the overall structure factor from the framework
cations is

F
M
(hkl)"

NM@4
+
1

f
M

exp 2ni (hx
M
#ky

M
#lz

M
)[1#exp ni (l )]

][1#exp ni (h#k)],

where N
M

is the number of Nb and W atoms. Consequently,
beams are absent unless l and h#k are even, and cation
scattering makes no contribution to odd-order Laue layers.
On even-order layers maxima are predicted at positions
corresponding to the corners and center of the basic TTB
cell (Fig. 9c). This agrees with the observed zero-order layer
di!raction patterns.

Identical arrays of the anion framework are, however,
located at the positions (0, 0, 0) (0, 1

2
, 0), (1

2
, 0, 1

2
), and (1

2
, 1
2
, 1
2
).

Hence the contribution from the anion framework is

F
O
(hkl ) "

NO@4
+
1

f
O
exp 2ni(hx

O
#ky

O
#lz

O
) [1#expni (k)]

][1#expni (h#l )],

where N
O

is the number of oxygen atoms. Oxygen scattering
thus contributes to both odd and even Laue layers. When
l is even, both h and k must be even for maxima to occur and
hence only the basic TTB re#ections occur. For l odd,
however, k must be even and h odd, and maxima lying
half-way along one side of the TTB square in the even layer
(Fig. 9d) will be observed.

The reciprocal lattice for this model generates only half
the number of observed supercell re#ections on odd Laue
levels. In experimental patterns weak odd-order re#ections
corresponding to the original o-J2TTB cell were observed
together with main supercell re#ections positioned half-way
along all sides of the TTB square (Fig. 4b). The missing
supercell re#ections can be produced by a second similar
supercell (Fig. 10a), where

F
O
(hkl )"

NO@4
+
1

f
O

exp 2ni (hx
O
#ky

O
#lz

O
) [1#expni (h)]

][1#exp ni(k#l )].



FIG. 9. (a) Framework structure of o-J2TTB. Light gray"PCs, medium gray"M(2)O
6

between a PC and PT, dark gray"M(2)O
6

between two
PTs. (b) Model of one layer of the 2]2]2 cell. In the second layer tilt directions are reversed. (c) Tungsten and niobium atom reciprocal space periodicity
for even-order Laue levels. (d) Oxygen atom reciprocal space periodicity for even- and odd-order Laue levels. The heavy black line indicates the basic TTB
repeat.
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Thus for even-order layers, predicted maxima are identical
to the "rst model, but for odd-order layers k must be odd
and h even, thus generating the required missing re#ections
(Fig. 9d).

It is tempting to assume that re#ections corresponding to
the original o-J2TTB cell can be generated by multiple
scattering, since some patterns did not possess these re#ec-
tions and displayed only those corresponding to the super-
cell. However, if the addition rule for multiple scattering,
(h, k, l )"(h

1
#h

2
, k

1
#k

2
, l

1
#l

2
), is to hold then there are
no suitable reciprocal lattice vectors to generate these re#ec-
tions. Nevertheless, there is another possible structure for
the 2]2]2 cell, shown in Fig. 10b, where the octahedral
tilts are arranged such that an octahedron tilted in one
direction is surrounded by octahedra tilted in the opposite
sense. Considering this in terms of the 2]2]2 cell, the
cation framework is the same as for the other two models,
but equivalent units in the anion framework are arranged at
(0, 0, 0), (0, 1

2
, 1
2
), (1

2
, 0, 1

2
), and (1

2
, 1
2
, 0), so the anion frame-

work is face-centered. Thus, for even-order layers the anions



FIG. 10. (a) Model of one layer of a second 2]2]2 supercell, with oxygen equivalent positions at (0, 0, 0), (1
2
, 0, 0), (0, 1

2
, 1
2
), (1

2
, 1
2
, 1
2
). In the second layer

tilt directions are reversed. (b) Model for one layer of an anion lattice with a J2]J2]2 supercell. (c) Oxygen atom reciprocal space periodicity for
odd-order Laue levels of the J2]J2]2 supercell. The heavy black line indicates the basic TTB repeat.

TABLE 3
EDS Results for Precursor Preparations

Normalized average experimental compositions

Reaction Lead Niobium

Precursor * Nb"0.87$0.05
Pb"0.03/7503C Pb"0.03$0.01 Nb"0.90$0.06a

Pb"0.34/7503C Pb"0.29$0.04 Nb"0.90$0.07a

Pb"0.68/7503C Pb"0.34$0.04 Nb"0.88$0.09
Pb"1.35/7503C Pb"0.39$0.07 Nb"0.92$0.10
Pb"0.34/10003C Pb"0.38$0.03 Nb"0.97$0.05
Pb"0.68/10003C Pb"0.39$0.03 Nb"0.97$0.07

a Small amounts of Nb
8
W

9
O

47
and WO

3
were also detected in these

samples.
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contribute only to the maxima of the basic TTB square (as
in Fig. 9d), whereas on the odd-order layers they will gener-
ate re#ections only in the middle of this square, as shown in
Fig. 10c. This by itself will not generate all the possible
maxima observed, but if multiple scattering occurs the vec-
tor in the even-order layers between re#ections at the cor-
ners and the middle of the TTB square may then be used to
generate spots at the corners of the TTB square in the layers
with l odd.

It seems probable, therefore, that the true structure of
o-J2TTB must consist of microdomains of all three ar-
rangements of octahedral tilt. Evidence for twinning of the
cation framework is directly observed in Fig. 4a, so it is
reasonable that the anion framework would behave sim-
ilarly, giving rise to the "rst two models, and the third case,
which, judging from the relative intensities of the maxima
observed on the odd-order layers, is much less common, will
arise automatically where domains of the "rst two struc-
tures meet.

3.2. Reduced Phases~Precursor Preparations

Images and di!raction patterns recorded from the precur-
sor compound con"rmed the formation of the 3-TTB phase.
Quantitative EDS measurements gave an average Nb:W
ratio of 0.87$0.05 (Table 3), which agrees well with the
ideal value for Nb

8
W

9
O

47
of Nb:W"0.89.

PXRD results from all precursor preparations were com-
pared. In preparations carried out at 7503C, the pattern for
the Pb"0.03 sample was identical to that recorded from
the precursor. For samples Pb"0.34 to 1.35, however, the
patterns were similar to each other but noticeably di!erent
from that of the precursor. In particular, peaks became



FIG. 11. (a) EDS spectrum and o!-tilt di!raction pattern from sample Pb"0.34/7503C, with a true bulk sample composition of Pb"0.29$0.04
and Nb"0.90$0.07 (gold specimen grid). (b) SAED pattern from a crystal of sample Pb"0.34/7503C.

FIG. 12. Image and SAED pattern from sample Pb"0.34/10003C,
displaying an ordered J2-TTB structure. Image simulation of o-J2TTB
inset: 30As , *f"!300As .
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broader and more di!use as the lead content increased,
suggesting that the precursor structure was maintained for
Pb"0.03, but increasing lead content caused some struc-
tural modi"cation. PXRD from samples Pb"0.34 and 0.68
prepared at 10003C appear identical to those recorded for
Pb"0.34 to 1.35 prepared at 7503C.

Quantitative EDS con"rmed the formation of a quater-
nary Pb}Nb}W}O phase in all specimens, as shown in
Table 3. The overall composition of the framework, as
expressed by the Nb:W ratio, remains approximately con-
stant throughout the series at approximately the value ex-
pected from the precursor composition. However, the
quantity of lead detected increases with increasing nominal
lead concentration. These observations support a &&bronze-
like'' reduction of the precursor.

For preparations made at 7503C, the increase in
nominal lead concentrations is not re#ected in the relative
compositional results, but instead the lead incorporation
levels o! and is a maximum for the nominally Pb"1.35
specimen with an actual experimental value of
Pb"0.39$0.07. This therefore represents the lead satura-
tion composition, which is supported by the observation of
excess unreacted lead in the samples with Pb"0.68 and
Pb"1.35. Reaction at 10003C achieves an identical value of
the lead saturation, but this can be achieved without having
to resort to such high nominal composition values. Residual
lead was also detected in the Pb"0.68 sample heated at
this temperature.

Asymmetric SAED patterns recorded simultaneously
with EDS analysis con"rmed the presence of TTB-based
quaternary phases for the whole compositional range. One
such example is shown in Fig. 11a. Completely oriented



FIG. 13. (a) SAED pattern, (b) image, and (c) power spectrum of a crystal from sample Pb"0.68/10003C, showing a twinned and disordered J2-TTB
structure. (d) Enlargement of (b) showing the interface between two domains (A and B) of o-J2TTB.
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patterns from the Pb"0.03 specimen heated at 7503C con-
"rmed the formation of the quaternary 3-TTB phase. In
a manner similar to patterns from the precursor sample,
superstructure spots in the 3-TTB patterns were often found
to be slightly di!use. 3-TTB-type SAED patterns were also
recorded from the Pb"0.34 sample after heating at 7503C,
but in addition, however, some patterns were recorded
where the 3-TTB superlattice maxima had been replaced by
di!use patches of intensity at the J2a* position of each
TTB subcell square, while the re#ections due to the TTB
subcell remained unchanged, as shown in Fig. 11b. SAED
patterns similar to the latter were recorded from Pb "0.68
and 1.35 phases where the heating temperature was 7503C.
Electron di!raction from the preparations made at
10003C exhibited no 3-TTB periodicities but instead
showed sharp re#ections at the center of each square of the
TTB subcell, indicating the formation of a J2-TTB-type
superstructure. This is indicated in Fig. 12. Some patterns
also displayed a streaking of the J2-TTB superstructure
re#ections along the [110] direction of the original TTB
reciprocal lattice (Fig. 13a). The implied disorder in the
structure is re#ected in the corresponding image, as shown
in Fig. 13b. Crystals of this J2-TTB phase also exhibited
the 2a

TTB
]2b

TTB
]2c

TTB
superstructure which was observ-

able only on odd-order Laue layers, in a manner identical to
that found with the fully oxidized compounds.



FIG. 14. Model of the interface between domains A and B. Heavy
lines"PCs, gray circles""lled PTs. Arrows indicate the chains of unoc-
cupied square tunnels between the double PT slabs, responsible for strong
white contrast in image simulations of o-J2TTB at and around the
Gaussian focus.
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Discussion. [001] projection di!raction patterns re-
corded from the high-T J2-TTB phase strongly resembled
those recorded from the fully oxidized o-J2TTB phase, and
in addition the same complex supercell periodicity was
observed. Image simulations (shown in Fig. 12) con"rmed
the high-T reduced phase as possessing the o-J2TTB
structure. o-J2TTB formation is logical since this struc-
ture is able to accommodate more lead than the 3-TTB
structure.

Structure factor calculations for the 2]2]2 supercell of
o-J2TTB determined that only (MO)PC

n
and M framework

atoms contribute to the J2a*TTB superstructure re#ection in
the zero-order Laue layer, implying that the observed

streaking of J2a*TTB along [110]
TTB

(Fig. 13a) results from
a disorder among the distribution of PCs within the crystal.
The image from this crystal (Fig. 13b) indicates that streak-
ing is caused by the formation of small domains of the
o-J2TTB structure separated by fault planes.

The contrast of an enlargement of this image (Fig. 13d) is
similar to that found in images recorded from crystals of the
fully oxidized o-J2TTB structure (Figs. 3 and 4a), although
the latter are generally from much thinner crystals. In the
image simulation of o-J2TTB in Fig. 6 the defocus position
is such that dark contrast corresponds to "lled PT and PC
sites. Furthermore, comparison of the simulation with the
structure model also reveals that the strongest white con-
trast corresponds to the chains of unoccupied square
tunnels situated between the double slabs of lead-"lled PTs.
It may therefore be deduced that the strong white lines in
Fig. 13d highlight the position of the PTs. The width of the
interface observed is around one o-J2TTB unit cell, which
corresponds to a gap in the PC distribution and a slab of
doubled PTs running perpendicular to domains A and
B (Fig. 14). The observed o!set of the domains across the
interface is approximately one-half of the vertical cell repeat,
which agrees with the proposed model.

The formation of such an interface results in a local
increase in the total number of PTs, implying that the
o-J2TTB structure reconstructs to form these boundaries
in order to increase its incorporation of lead. This is sup-
ported by the observation of deposits of residual lead in
both high-T preparations after heating. The presence of
excess lead during synthesis could have encouraged such
local structural modi"cations to develop.

Low-temperature preparations. It appears that small
amounts of lead are initially incorporated into the 3-TTB
structure at lower temperatures without any signi"cant
structural consequences. However, the progressive loss of
the 3-TTB periodicity with increasing lead incorporation
observed for experiments at these temperatures suggests
that partial recrystallization of the precursor occurs during
synthesis. It is unlikely that the TTB framework would
break up completely at 7503C, given the high temperatures
required for the formation of 3-TTB itself (7, 8), and the fact
that TTB re#ections are constant features of all the di!rac-
tion patterns. However, 7503C appears su$cient to cause
disorder among the M atoms forming PCs. Upon heating,
the 3-TTB PC distribution randomizes as the framework is
reduced and incorporates lead, and the emerging J2-TTB
periodicity seen in some di!raction patterns is almost cer-
tainly caused by an embryonic semiordered o-J2TTB
phase. The duration of synthesis employed in these experi-
ments was not su$cient to enable a full conversion of the
products to o-J2TTB but it is possible that more extended
annealing of these preparations would ultimately produce
an ordered o-J2TTB phase.

3.3. Reduced Phases~Component Preparations

PXRD patterns for the component preparations ap-
peared identical to that for the 3-TTB precursor. Quantitat-
ive EDS (Table 4) indicated experimental Nb and
W compositions which were in good agreement with their
nominal values. No residual lead was observed in the sam-
ples after heating, indicating that this metal was completely
accommodated in all reactions. The Pb"0.03 preparation
was found to be biphasic, displaying both Nb

8
W

9
O

47
and

a quaternary lead-containing phase, but other preparations
showed only a quaternary phase. O!-tilt di!raction patterns
recorded during EDS experiments indicated that the



TABLE 4
EDS Results for Component Preparations

Normalized average experimental compositions

Reaction Lead Niobium

Pb"0.03/2 days Pb"0.05$0.03
Pb"0.00$0.01

Nb"0.88$0.08
Nb"0.85$0.10

Pb"0.09/2 days Pb"0.09$0.03 Nb"0.86$0.08
Pb"0.09/7 days Pb"0.09$0.02 Nb"0.90$0.10

Note. Results normalized to a tungsten composition of 1 mole.
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quaternary phase had a 3-TTB structure in all three prep-
arations (Fig. 15a).

HREM examination con"rmed the formation of a 3-TTB
quaternary phase in all samples. After 2 days of heating,
crystals were invariably partially disordered and the 3-TTB
superstructure re#ections in SAED patterns were slightly
di!use (Fig. 15b). Images recorded from the sample with
Pb"0.09 and heated for 7 days indicated a more ordered
3-TTB superstructure, typi"ed by sharp superstructure re-
#ections and an absence of any twinning. No doubled-c
periodicity was observed for either ternary 3-TTB or its
related quaternary phases.

4. CONCLUSIONS

For the fully oxidized phases, where both niobium and
lead contents were gradually increased, the structural pro-
FIG. 15. (a) Example SAED pattern and EDS spectrum from samp
Nb"0.86$0.08 (gold specimen grid). (b) Example SAED pattern, sample
gression in the product was very clear. Initially, the 3-TTB
superstructure was formed, but as the lead and niobium
content increased the structure type changed to o-J2TTB,
which has potentially more PTs available to accommodate
the Pb2` ions. Ultimately, however, even this number
of PTs proved insu$cient, and PCs were then converted
into PTs, resulting in a structure which more closely
resembled the simple TTB phase. Compositional analysis
indicated that the maximum number of Pb2` ions situated
in each PT was approximately 0.5, and the unit cell of
the o-J2TTB phase was found to be doubled in the c
direction.

The behavior of the reduced phases was remarkably sim-
ilar, although the extent of the lead substitution was not
taken as far. For those produced from the 3-TTB precursor
(Nb

8
W

9
O

47
) the 3-TTB structure was initially maintained

in the quaternary phase, but soon converted at high temper-
ature to the o-J2TTB phase in an exactly analogous man-
ner as for the fully oxidized phases. Preparations made at
lower temperatures indicated the same basic features, al-
though the rate of reaction was much slower and the equi-
librium assemblage was not reached in the heating times
employed. Reduced phases prepared by the component
route demonstrated that it is possible to form non-
stoichiometric reduced PT/PC phases that retain the frame-
work of the oxidized parent structure. The substitution of
lead was not taken far enough to determine the maximum
lead incorporation tolerated before framework restructur-
ing occurs. The results from precursor preparations
le Pb 0.09/2 days with true average composition Pb"0.09$0.03 and
Pb"0.03/2 days.
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suggest that the o-J2TTB structure may form at higher
compositions.

The similarity in behavior shown by fully oxidized and
reduced phases is initially quite surprising, and indicates
that the main structure-determining factor is the size of the
species to be accommodated, rather than its oxidation state.
This also implies that, whatever the initial oxidation state,
lead is invariably incorporated into the structure as Pb2`

ions, and any excess electrons resulting in the reduced
phases go into the unoccupied bands of the tungsten and
niobium atoms. It therefore appears that the pentagonal
columns displayed by all these structures are just as capable
of accommodating metal}oxygen chains, with the metal
atom at the same level as those in the surrounding oc-
tahedra, and Pb2` ions at an intermediate level, where the
maximum oxygen coordination number can be as high as
10. The only signi"cant di!erence seems to be that, whereas
framework metal ions can be inserted into each plane of
octahedra, electrostatic repulsion considerations necessitate
the incorporation of Pb2` at alternate layers. There is no
evidence from these studies that some tunnels may be occu-
pied partly by metal}oxygen chains, and partly by Pb2`,
but this must remain a possibility, and any technique which
determines the structure in projection only, as is the case
with electron di!raction and HREM, cannot resolve this
question.

Electron di!raction studies indicated that the doubling of
the c repeat in the o-J2TTB structure did not appear to
depend on the extent of lead substitution, so it must be
concluded that this doubling is due to octahedral tilting
rather than ordering of the Pb2` ions. This is in accordance
with "ndings in the basic TTB phases, although the arrange-
ment of octahedral tilts is di!erent, but the scheme described
above can explain the pattern of superlattice maxima ap-
pearing on the odd-order levels in reciprocal space. Given
the varying degree of lead substitution, this therefore sug-
gests that the octahedral framework of these structures is
su$ciently rigid to impose such tilting schemes no matter
what the composition of the structure is in terms of "lled
PTs. At "rst sight it is then surprising that Nb
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converts so readily to the o-J2TTB phase when incorpor-
ating lead, indicating that, in terms of PCs and PTs, struc-
tural rearrangement is relatively facile, but these structures,
and the basic TTB phase, contain an identical arrangement
of tunnels, so conversion of a PC to a PT is largely a matter
of di!usion of metal and oxygen via the octahedron separat-
ing adjacent tunnels. Indeed, the framework of octahedra
can be thought of as continuous throughout all the struc-
tures, and where domains exist of one phase within another,
such as the coexistence of 3-TTB and o-J2TTB, the only
modi"cation present is the octahedral tilting which occurs
in the latter, but which is apparently prevented from occur-
ring by the more evenly distributed arrangement of PCs in
the former.
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